Ring Slip 21938000 For Auto Cutter XLC7000
Products details:

Part number: 21938000
Description: RING,SLIP
Used for industrial cutter machine, model XLC7000, Z7, GT7250, S7200
Item Type: Consumable, stones, grinding stones, sharpener stones, sharpening stones
Weight: 0.012kg
More information about parts:
Types

Auto cutter spare parts

Place of origin

China mainland

Brand name

FAVORABLE

Parts used for

Auto cutter GTXL, XLC7000, Z7,GT7250,S7200, GT5250,S5200, DCS 2500,
DCS 3500, AP series, Spreader series

Payment terms

TT, Western union, Paypal, ect.

Delivery time

Within 24 Hours via international express

Packing details

Standard

We can supply different cutter parts spare parts used for different industry machines.
Below are some of machine model parts we can supply:
1. VT FX72/FP72
2. ALYS 20/30/60/120/P2000/A0/A00
3. VT 2500/5000/7000/MP60/MP90
4. VT IX/Q25/IH5/Q50/Q80/IX8/IX6/IX9
5. VT M55/M55K/MH/MH8/M88K/MX/MX9
6. XLC7000/Z7/GT7250/S7200
7. GT5250/S5200
8. GTXL/DCS/GT1000/Taurus
9. AP100/320/INFINITY Plotter parts
10. SY51/SY100B/101/XLS50/125 Spreader parts
11. INFINITY；INFINITY-II；INFINITY-AE2
12. Bullmer spare parts, Kuris spare parts
Grinding parts, grind stones, sharpening parts used for cutter machine as apparel industrial,
garment industrial, sewing machine. Textile machine and Car seat industrial. ect.
We provide different size stones for many cutter machine model, 60 grit or 80 grit. Ect.
Please inform your machine model or product details if you have any demand.
Base on the same price, our quality is better than other supplier in the market. We also can
provide the blades according to your customized. Welcome to contact us anytime.
Our below other products you may interest as well:
Grind stone, bristle block, blade knives, motor and all other spare parts suitable for cutter machine,
other cutter model of , Yin, Bullmer, Investronica, Kuris. Ect.

Company profile
Dongguan Favorable Automation Equipment Co., Ltd was established in 2002, located in
Dongguan,
China. Supplying spare parts which used for different brands machines.
FAVORABLE is the first supplier in this industry who can provide complete service start
from development to after-sales. All of the parts we provided is through repeat and strict testing,
to avoid customer receive low quality parts. We promise all of the parts from FAVORABLE
company,
if have any quality problem, technician can solve immediately to protect customer's
production efficiency.
All parts we have inventory in stock, low cost, delivery on time, quality guarantee, also provide free
technical support.
Why choose us:
a. Reliable supplier. Fast delivery, save much time for delivery; Free technical support, we have
experienced engineer who work in this industry for more than 13 years.
b. Replacement sure: If any problem is found during using our parts, and technical support can't
solve, we will send the replacement to you soon.
c. Quality sure: Our products are 100% same as original, also we will develop some parts to
reduce the cost both for customer and our company.
d. Competitive price: We treasure the chance to do business with every customer, so we quote
our best price at the very beginning, hope to help you get more money.
e. Full range of spare parts: Most of parts for cutter, spreader and plotter we have in our
warehouse, just tell us the part number, we can check the price for you.
f. Excellent after-sale service: You will get the price within 24 hours after contact us, and if any
problem you can get answer soon.
g. Safety & fast delivery time: Per Order, we will track shipping conditions and help you get the
best purchasing all the time.
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